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Contour interpolation mechanisms allow perception of bounded objects despite incomplete edge information. Here, we introduce
a paradigm that maps interpolated contours as they unfold over time. Observers localize dots relative to perceived boundaries of
illusory, partly occluded, or control stimuli. Variations in performance with dot position and processing time reveal the location and
precision of emerging contour representations. Illusory and occluded contours yielded more proﬁcient dot localization than control
stimuli containing only spatial cues, suggesting performance based on low-level representations. Further, illusory contours exhibited
a distinct developmental time course, emerging over the ﬁrst 120 ms of processing. These experiments establish the eﬀectiveness of
the dot localization paradigm for examining interpolated edge representations, contour microgenesis, and the underlying processing
mechanisms.
 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Contour interpolation is a ubiquitous phenomenon.
Every day, we confront numerous objects bounded by
edges that are not fully deﬁned by visual information. In
many cases, the lack of visual speciﬁcation stems from
partial occlusion by surrounding objects; in other cases,
incomplete edge speciﬁcation arises from a lack of
contrast with the background environment. Regardless,
we often perceive the shapes of incompletely deﬁned
objects with ease, because contour interpolation pro-
cesses ‘‘complete’’ the objects’ missing edges.
In situations of partial occlusion, contour interpola-
tion leads to the perception of a clearly deﬁned object
boundary behind the occluding surface (Fig. 1a). When a
surface lacks contrast with its surround, contour inter-
polation leads to the perception of illusory contours––
edges perceived in the absence of any luminance, color,
texture, depth, or motion discontinuities (Fig. 1b).
Though seemingly diﬀerent phenomena, theoretical
arguments and empirical results suggest that partly oc-
cluded and illusory contours arise from a common* Corresponding author. Address: Department of Psychology,
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man, & Wickens, 2001; Kellman & Shipley, 1991; Kell-
man, Yin, & Shipley, 1998; Shipley & Kellman, 1992).
However, despite the importance of this process for our
perception of objects, we are just beginning to under-
stand the neural mechanisms and computational algo-
rithms by which the edges of objects become completed.
One way to advance our knowledge of contour
interpolation is by investigating edge representations as
they emerge. In this paper, we describe a new dot
localization paradigm, an extension of a method origi-
nated by Pomerantz, Goldberg, Golder, and Tetewsky
(1981), that reveals both the shape and strength of
interpolated contour representations as they unfold over
time. 1 In our experiments, observers view stimuli con-
taining illusory contours (see Fig. 1b). At some point
during processing, a small dot is presented near one of
the undeﬁned contours, after which the entire stimulus
conﬁguration is masked. The observer makes a forced-
choice judgment of whether the dot appeared inside or
outside the perceived boundary of the illusory shape.
Dot position varies through the method of constant stim-
uli or according to two interleaved staircase procedures1 Preliminary results with a static variant of this method have been
reported earlier (Kellman, Shipley, & Kim, 1996; Kellman, Temesvary,
Palmer, & Shipley, 2000).
Fig. 1. Two examples of contour interpolation: (a) a partly occluded
square; (b) an illusory square. The contours of both shapes may arise
from a single boundary interpolation process.
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psychometric function. From these data, we estimate the
location at which the observer perceives the interpolated
contour and the precision of its representation. Further,
by varying the duration of stimulus presentation, we
map the emergence of interpolated contour representa-
tions over the course of visual processing.
Previous research suggests that boundary interpola-
tion mechanisms produce spatially precise representa-
tions of illusory contours (e.g., Dresp & Bonnet, 1991,
1993; Greene & Brown, 1997; McCourt & Paulson,
1994). Moreover, a number of experiments indicate that
observers can use interpolated contours to judge accu-
rately the shapes of objects bounded by those contours
(Gold, Murray, Bennett, & Sekuler, 2000; Pillow &
Rubin, 2002; Ringach & Shapley, 1996). Therefore, if
task performance reﬂects the presence of interpolated
contours, then relatively accurate and precise dot
localization should result. Alternatively, task perfor-
mance could be based on recognition from partial
information (Kellman et al., 2001) or other cognitive
strategies that use visible edges as spatial cues, but
without any contour interpolation. These cognitive
strategies may ultimately result in ‘‘completed’’ shapes
that appear quite similar to those resulting from inter-
polation processes. However, the edge representations
emerging from cognitive strategies may be less spatially
precise and less rapidly computed than edges interpo-
lated through low-level mechanisms. Accordingly, one
might expect ‘‘cognitive’’ edges to yield imprecise dot
localization and to show temporal characteristics dis-
tinguishable from true cases of contour interpolation.
The prediction of precise contour interpolation––and
the resulting precision of dot localization––applies spe-
ciﬁcally to the ﬁnal outputs of the underlying processes.
Despite the phenomenological experience of completion
as instantaneous and eﬀortless, research indicates that
visual interpolation takes measurable time (e.g., Ge-
genfurtner, Brown, & Rieger, 1997; Guttman, Sekuler,
& Kellman, 2003; Murray, Sekuler, & Bennett, 2001;
Rauschenberger & Yantis, 2001; Ringach & Shapley,
1996; Shore & Enns, 1997). Thus, we expect to see
improvements in dot localization performance as pro-
cessing time increases. The form and time course of this
improvement provide two important windows into the
nature of contour interpolation processes.The paradigm presented here resembles but extends
procedures described previously (Pomerantz et al., 1981;
Schoumans & Sittig, 2000; Takeichi, 1995). As in these
other methods, observers judge the position of a dot
relative to an interpolated object boundary. However,
our approach diﬀers in two respects. First, in addition to
measuring the perceived location of illusory or partly
occluded contours, which can be accomplished by
measuring variations in reaction time (Pomerantz et al.,
1981) or using a single 1-up/1-down staircase (Takeichi,
1995), our procedure extracts two diﬀerent points on the
underlying psychometric function to yield an objective
measure of interpolated contour precision. Second, ear-
lier methods typically presented stimuli until response
(e.g., Pomerantz et al., 1981; Schoumans & Sittig, 2000);
in our procedure, observers view the stimuli for a lim-
ited, measurable duration. In avoiding long image
presentation, this new paradigm has a number of
advantages. First, short-duration stimulus presentations
reduce the probability that observers engage in cognitive
processing strategies. Second, dots shown in combina-
tion with illusory stimuli may actually inﬂuence the
shapes of interpolated contours (Gregory, 1972; Kan-
izsa, 1976; Schoumans & Sittig, 2000); however, this
eﬀect has been observed only with prolonged stimulus
presentations. Third, and most important, by limiting
stimulus presentation and probing contour representa-
tions at speciﬁc processing durations, one can map the
microgenesis (developmental time course) of interpo-
lated contour formation.
The ﬁrst two experiments of the current study focused
on testing whether the new dot localization paradigm
reveals interpolated contour representations. In a third
experiment, we examined the microgenesis of illusory
contour representations during the ﬁrst 320 ms of visual
processing. The results of our investigations indicate the
usefulness of the dot localization technique both for
probing the ﬁnal representations of interpolated con-
tours and for investigating their visual evolution.2. Experiment 1: Static representations of illusory
contours
The ﬁrst experiment tested dot localization perfor-
mance for various stimuli, each processed for 200 ms.
Speciﬁcally,we compared eﬀects producedby images con-
taining illusory edges with those produced by images
containing luminance-deﬁned edges, as well as stimuli
containing comparable spatial cues––useful for cognitive
judgments––but no relevant contour information.
When triggered by visible edges in appropriate spatial
relationships, boundary interpolation mechanisms
should, in theory, generate illusory contours in precise
locations (e.g., Dresp & Bonnet, 1991, 1993; McCourt &
Paulson, 1994). Therefore, if task performance with the
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polation mechanisms, then the precision of dot locali-
zation may approach levels obtained with luminance
contours and should exceed levels obtained with control
stimuli containing only spatial cues. By contrast, if dot
localization performance depends on spatial cueing
without contour interpolation, or on other cognitive
strategies, then precision levels obtained with the illu-
sory and control stimuli should be similar.2.1. Method
2.1.1. Observers
Forty-two UCLA undergraduate students (11 men
and 31 women), ranging in age from 18 to 23 years
(mean age¼ 20.2 years), participated in the experiment.
The observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and were naive regarding the experimental hypotheses.
All observers received partial course credit in an intro-
ductory psychology class in exchange for their partici-
pation.Fig. 2. Stimuli for Experiment 1: (a) illusory edges; (b) real edges; (c)
arrow control; (d) rounded-TD control. The dot localization experi-
ment used square, thin, and fat variants of each stimulus type.2.1.2. Apparatus
The experimental trials were generated using a pro-
gram written in MacProbe 1.8 (Hunt, 1994) on a
PowerMac G4 with a 733 MHz processor. Observers
viewed stimuli on a Viewsonic P224f 22
00
Color Monitor
(75 Hz; 1280 · 1024 pixels) and responded by pressing
one of two keys on the keyboard. Observers sat 57.3 cm
from the screen with their heads stabilized in a chin-and-
forehead rest.2.1.3. Design
The experimental design included three crossed
within-subject variables: contour type (illusory, real, or
control), stimulus shape (square, fat, or thin), and
staircase direction (inside or outside); thus, each ob-
server completed 18 interleaved staircases, with trials
from each staircase presented in random order. The
nature of the control stimulus (arrow or rounded-TD)
varied between observers.2 The occasional percept of weak interpolated contours in rounded-
TD displays may be attributed to the registration of TDs in channels
selective for low spatial frequency information (Kellman et al., 2001).2.1.4. Stimuli
Fig. 2 depicts the stimuli used in this experiment. The
illusory contour stimuli (Fig. 2a) contained four black
circles, each 2.0 in diameter and missing a 90 notch
measuring 1.0 along each edge. The four notches faced
inward to create an illusory shape. For the squares, the
edges of the notches were horizontal and vertical;
inducer rotations of ±15, with alternating inducers
rotated in opposite directions, created fat and thin
conﬁgurations (Ringach & Shapley, 1996). The center-
to-center distance between the inducing elements mea-
sured 4.0, thus yielding illusory shapes with a support
ratio of 0.5.The black elements of the real-contour stimuli (Fig.
2b) precisely matched those of the illusory stimuli.
Additionally, a gray square, thin, or fat shape––fully
deﬁned by luminance edges––appeared in the center of
the conﬁguration. The curved edges of the fat and thin
shapes followed an arc of constant curvature, tangential
to the black inducing edges at the points of tangent
discontinuity.
The ‘‘arrow’’ control stimuli (Fig. 2c) contained a
small white circle (0.2 in diameter) in the center of each
circular inducer and two triangular ‘‘arrows’’ (0.38
along each side). The points of the triangles met the
edges of the inducing circle and mirrored the locations
of the inducing contours in the shapes’ illusory coun-
terparts.
The other set of control stimuli (Fig. 2d) contained
salient inducing edges that precisely matched those of
the illusory contour stimuli, but with curved corners
rather than sharp tangent discontinuities (TDs); previ-
ous empirical studies have demonstrated that eliminat-
ing TDs from illusory contour displays dramatically
reduces or eliminates the subjective experience of illu-
sory contours (Rubin, 2001; Shipley & Kellman, 1990;
Tse & Albert, 1998). 2 The ‘‘rounded-TD’’ stimuli
originated from the same notched-circle inducers as
their illusory counterparts. Beyond the straight inducing
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a circular arc (0.375 in diameter). Additional black
pixels ensured that the entire inducer had smooth edges.
As with the other stimuli, four rounded-TD inducers
were arranged such that the notches bounded a 4.0
square. Inducer rotations of ±15 created the fat and
thin conﬁgurations.
The black inducing elements measured 4.2 cd/m2 and
appeared on a white background of 121 cd/m2. The gray
level of the luminance-deﬁned shapes measured 97.6
cd/m2, creating a Michelson contrast level of 10.7%.
Masking stimuli consisted of randomly sized ellipses
of various gray levels, arranged so as to completely
cover the stimulus region (see Fig. 3c). The gray levels of
the ellipses in these masks covered the full range of
luminance levels between the black and white values
given above.2.1.5. Procedure
A schematic illustration of the trial structure appears
in Fig. 3. Each trial began with the presentation of four
complete circles for 1000 ms (Fig. 3a); the position of
these circles was jittered from trial to trial by up to
1.0 from the center of the screen. Next, a shape deﬁned
by illusory contours, luminance contours, arrows, or
rounded-TD elements appeared for 200 ms, aligned with
the complete circles in the previous frame (Fig. 3b); a
small red dot (3.5 arcmin · 3.5 arcmin; 25.7 cd/m2) was
superimposed on the stimulus near the top contour (or
equivalent) of the stimulus shape. Finally, a mask ap-
peared until response (Fig. 3c).
Observers judged whether the red dot appeared inside
or outside the perceived boundary of the illusory or real
shape. For control stimuli, instructions indicated that
observers should imagine a shape with edges that
smoothly joined the visible cues as in the corresponding
real shapes, and should judge dot position relative to the
imagined shape. Observers reported their percepts by
pressing one of two keys; no feedback was given. Each
trial was initiated by a spacebar press, producing a
variable intertrial interval.Fig. 3. Trial structure for Experiment 1: (a) pre-cue; (b) stimulus with
superimposed dot; (c) mask. The dot is not drawn to scale; in the
experiment, the dot was signiﬁcantly smaller, relative to the stimulus.For each stimulus, the position of the probe dot
varied based on two interleaved staircases. The inside
(3-up/1-down) staircase converged on the point of the
underlying psychometric function at which the observer
was 0.79 likely to respond that the dot appeared ‘‘in-
side’’ the shape’s boundary; the outside (3-down/1-up)
staircase converged on the point of the psychometric
functions at which the observer was 0.79 likely to re-
spond that the dot appeared ‘‘outside’’ the shape’s
boundary (Derman, 1957). For the inside staircases, the
probe dot initially appeared midway between the upper
two inducing stimulus elements, 17.6 arcmin below the
theoretical contour position. The dot remained in this
position until the observer made three consecutive ‘‘in-
side’’ responses or a single ‘‘outside’’ response to the
stimulus in question. Three ‘‘inside’’ responses caused
the dot to appear at a higher position on the next trial
with that staircase (i.e., less inside the object’s bound-
ary), thus making the task more diﬃcult. By contrast, a
single ‘‘outside’’ response caused the dot to appear at a
lower position on the next trial (i.e., more inside the
object’s boundary), thus making the task easier. For
the outside staircases, this procedure was reversed: The
probe dot initially appeared midway between the upper
two inducing elements, but 17.6 arcmin above the the-
oretical contour position. Three consecutive ‘‘outside’’
responses caused the dot to appear in a lower position
on the next trial (i.e., less outside), whereas a single
‘‘inside’’ response caused the dot to appear in a higher
position on the next trial (i.e., more outside).
The probe dot always appeared along an imaginary
vertical line, half way between the upper two inducing
elements. Changes in dot position occurred in 8.8 arc-
min increments until the staircase underwent two
reversals of direction in the dot’s position changes. Next,
the dot shifted position in 5.3 arcmin increments for
four reversals. Completion of the staircase required 11
reversals with the dot shifting position in 1.8 arcmin
increments (Falmagne, 1986). The experiment continued
until all staircases converged, which typically required
approximately 50 min. Observers received a short break
every 200 trials.
2.1.6. Analysis
For each staircase, the dot locations giving rise to the
ﬁnal 10 reversals were averaged. This averaging revealed
the points on the underlying psychometric function at
which the observer was 0.21 and 0.79 likely to report
that the dot appeared outside of the stimulus shape’s
perceived boundary; these points are deemed the inside
threshold and outside threshold, respectively (Fig. 4).
Both thresholds contributed to three dependent mea-
sures.
The location measure produced an estimate of where
the observer perceived the object boundary. We deﬁned
location as the midpoint between the inside and outside
Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the psychometric function underlying
dot localization responses, and the dependent variables related to this
function. See text for details.
Fig. 5. Results of Experiment 1, plotted by stimulus shape and con-
tour type: (a) imprecision; (b) error in location; (c) location data, where
positive values indicate perception of the contour as outside of its
theoretical position and negative values indicate perception of the
contour as inside of its theoretical position. For all graphs, error bars
represent ±1 standard error across observers.
3 Statistical testing––ANOVAs conducted with only the illusory and
real contour stimuli––indicated that the control condition had no eﬀect
on results with these stimuli, which were identical for all observers
(F < 1 for main eﬀect and all relevant interactions on all three
measures).
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boundary, assuming completion with a constant-curva-
ture contour (Kellman & Shipley, 1991). This midpoint
should be equal to the observer’s 0.50 probability of
making an ‘‘outside’’ response if the psychometric
function is rotationally symmetric about the 0.50 point.
For this measure, a negative value indicated that the
observer perceived the object boundary to be inside of
its theoretical location, whereas a positive value indi-
cated that the observer perceived the object boundary to
be outside of its theoretical location. A location value of
zero suggested that the observer perceived the boundary
to be in its exact theoretical location. The error in
location measure, calculated as the absolute value of
location, indicated the accuracy of performance––how
far from its theoretical location the contour was per-
ceived, regardless of direction. Finally, the imprecision
measure was deﬁned as the distance between the inside
and outside thresholds for a given stimulus (see Fig. 4).
The greater this distance, the less precisely the dot could
be localized, relative to the stimulus boundary. These
latter two measures should be highly correlated, as
stronger contour representations should yield both
greater precision within observers and lower variability
between observers (and thus higher accuracy, assuming
a reasonable theoretical model of contour shape).
The data from one observer were discarded due to an
inability to perform the task. (Imprecision levels for all
stimuli, including those with real contours, lagged the
levels of other observers by an order of magnitude.) A
second observer’s data were discarded because two
staircases failed to converge within a one hour session.
The location, error in location, and imprecision data
from the 40 remaining observers entered 3 · 3 · 2
ANOVAs with contour type and stimulus shape as
within-subject variables and control stimulus as a
between-subjects variable. Additionally, planned t-tests
compared the error and imprecision results obtained
with each illusory stimulus to the results obtained withits real-contour, arrow, and rounded-TD counterparts.
Other planned t-tests compared results with the three
illusory shapes to one another, collapsed across the two
groups of observers. Planned comparisons on the loca-
tion data determined which of the illusory stimuli be-
came completed along paths that diﬀered signiﬁcantly
from the constant-curvature model (i.e., which values
deviated from zero).2.2. Results
Fig. 5 depicts the experimental results by contour
type and stimulus shape. Higher values on these graphs
indicate less proﬁcient task performance. For all graphs,
plotted values for the illusory and real-contour stimuli
indicate the average across the two groups of observ-
ers. 3
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b, respectively) most directly address the dot localization
paradigm’s sensitivity to contour representations.
Overall, stimuli with luminance-deﬁned contours pro-
duced the most precise dot localization, followed by the
stimuli with illusory contours; the arrow and rounded-
TD control stimuli, which contained comparable spatial
cues but no clear interpolated contours, led to the least
precise task performance {overall F ð2; 76Þ ¼ 98:2,
p < 0:001}. Similarly, illusory contours produced
more accurate task performance (i.e., smaller errors in
location) than the arrow and rounded-TD control
stimuli, but less accurate performance (i.e., larger errors
in location) than the real contour stimuli {overall
F ð2; 76Þ ¼ 102:3, p < 0:001}. The planned t-tests gen-
erally supported these ﬁndings; with one exception, the
illusory contour stimuli diﬀered signiﬁcantly from both
their real-contour and control counterparts on both the
imprecision and error in location measures {t19 ¼ 1:58,
p ¼ 0:13 for the comparison between the thin illusory
and thin rounded-TD shapes on error in location;
p < 0:05 for all other pairwise comparisons}.
This pattern of results is consistent with the notion
that observers judge dot location relative to a contour
representation, if available, thus producing more precise
and accurate task performance than can be achieved
through cognitive strategies. By this explanation, the
observed diﬀerences in dot localization between the real
contour and illusory contour stimuli reﬂect the relative
strengths of luminance-deﬁned versus interpolated con-
tour representations. The inferior performance with the
control stimuli may be attributed to cognitive strategies
relying on spatial cues, as the arrow and rounded-TD
stimuli do not lead to well-speciﬁed contour represen-
tations.
The imprecision and error in location data also sug-
gest that straight contours may be more strongly inter-
polated than curved contours (see Fig. 5a, b). Across all
contour types, stimulus shape signiﬁcantly aﬀected dot
localization precision {F ð2; 76Þ ¼ 42:7, p < 0:001} and
accuracy {F ð2; 76Þ ¼ 7:8, p < 0:01}. Additionally, con-
tour type and stimulus shape produced signiﬁcant
interactions on both dependent measures {F ð4; 152Þ ¼
8:4, p < 0:001 for imprecision; F ð4; 152Þ ¼ 10:7,
p < 0:001 for error in location}. Most telling, although
the pairwise comparisons revealed that the fat and thin
illusory contour shapes resulted in similar levels of dot
localization performance {t39 < 1:5 for both imprecision
and error in location}, observers generally localized the
edges of the illusory squares more precisely and accu-
rately than the edges of the curved (fat or thin) shapes
{t39 ¼ 1:51, p ¼ 0:14 for the comparison of square and
fat shapes on error in location; p < 0:001 for all other
comparisons}. This decrease in illusory contour strength
with increasing curvature has been observed with other
perceptual tasks (e.g., Shipley & Kellman, 1992). Thus,the current eﬀect of shape supports the notion that the
dot localization paradigm probes interpolated contour
representations.
The overall analyses of precision and accuracy also
revealed some interesting diﬀerences between the two
groups of observers, who viewed diﬀerent control stim-
uli. On the error in location measure, the control stim-
ulus led to a signiﬁcant main eﬀect {F ð1; 38Þ ¼ 6:9,
p < 0:05} and interacted with contour type {F ð2; 76Þ ¼
8:2, p < 0:01}; no other interactions approached signif-
icance. An examination of Fig. 5b (as well as an analysis
conﬁrming that results with the illusory and real-con-
tour stimuli did not diﬀer across the two groups) reveals
that these eﬀects can be attributed to larger errors in
location with the arrow stimuli than with the rounded-
TD stimuli.
Somewhat diﬀerent eﬀects of control stimulus arose
on the imprecision measure: Neither a main eﬀect nor a
simple interaction with contour type were observed.
Rather, control stimulus interacted signiﬁcantly with
stimulus shape {F ð2; 76Þ ¼ 10:7, p < 0:001} and was
involved in a 3-way interaction with stimulus shape and
contour type {F ð4; 152Þ ¼ 10:7, p < 0:001}. Whereas
precision with the arrow stimuli did not depend on
stimulus shape, the pattern of precision results across
shapes in the rounded-TD stimuli mirrored the pattern
with the illusory stimuli. Post hoc analyses (t-tests con-
ducted with a ¼ 0:05, Bonferroni correction) indicated
that rounded-TD squares led to more precise dot
localization than the corresponding thin and fat shapes
{t19 ¼ 4:9, p < 0:001; t19 ¼ 6:5, p < 0:001}, but the two
curved shapes did not diﬀer signiﬁcantly from one an-
other {t19 ¼ 2:1, p ¼ 0:052}. This pattern was not ob-
served with the arrow stimuli, on which all three shapes
led to similar precision levels. The eﬀect of curvature in
the rounded-TD stimuli suggests that the visual system
may have interpolated ‘‘fuzzy’’ contours between the
rounded-TD inducers, due to low spatial frequency
information consistent with the conditions necessary for
interpolation. The greater accuracy with these stimuli
than with the arrow stimuli coheres with this interpre-
tation.
The location measure addresses the form of interpo-
lated contours. For the location graph (Fig. 5c), positive
values indicate perception of the contours as outside
of their theoretical positions, whereas negative values
indicate perception of the contours as inside of their
theoretical positions. Both stimulus shape and contour
type had signiﬁcant eﬀects on perceived contour location
{F ð2; 38Þ ¼ 82:3, p < 0:001; F ð2; 38Þ ¼ 5:32, p < 0:01,
respectively}. The interaction between these factors also
reached signiﬁcance {F ð4; 76Þ ¼ 82:5, p < 0:001}.
Additionally, the larger errors in location with the arrow
stimuli than with the rounded-TD stimuli, particu-
larly with the curved shapes, were reﬂected in these data
by a signiﬁcant interaction between control stimulus and
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interaction {F ð4; 152Þ ¼ 13:6, p < 0:001}.
In the current context, however, the perceived loca-
tion of the illusory contours warrants the most atten-
tion. The illusory contours of the squares, despite little
apparent ambiguity in their shape, tended to be per-
ceived as slightly inside of their theoretical position
{t39 ¼ 4:4, p < 0:001}. This eﬀect may reﬂect a modest
‘‘shrinkage’’ of the illusory shape, or, alternatively, a
slight bias to respond ‘‘outside’’ under conditions of
perceptual uncertainty. The perceived location data
further indicate that the illusory contours of the thin
shapes tended to be reported in locations somewhat
inside of their theoretical position {t39 ¼ 7:3,
p < 0:001}, whereas the illusory contours of the fat
shapes tended to be reported in locations slightly,
though not signiﬁcantly, outside of their theoretical
position {t39 ¼ 1:3, p ¼ 0:19}. These ﬁndings are con-
sistent with the idea that observers interpolated slightly
‘‘ﬂatter’’ contours than predicted by constant-curvature
arcs tangential to the inducing edges at the points of
discontinuity. If adjusted for the bias suggested by the
data with the illusory squares, then the thin and fat
illusory contours appear to have been completed along
similarly curved paths.
2.3. Discussion
Experiment 1 sought to validate the dot localization
paradigm by comparing performance between stimuli
that contain edge representations and those that do not.
Not surprisingly, stimuli with luminance edges yielded
the most proﬁcient task performance. However, illusory
contour stimuli produced more precise and more accu-
rate performance than the arrow or rounded-TD con-
trols, both of which contain salient spatial cues but no
clear interpolated contours. As results with the control
stimuli provide indices for precision and accuracy levels
achievable through cognitive inference alone, the supe-
rior performance with the illusory stimuli suggests the
operation of lower-level contour interpolation mecha-
nisms. Furthermore, stimuli that induce curved inter-
polated edges generally produced less precise and
accurate dot localization than stimuli that permit linear
interpolation; this ﬁnding corresponds both to studies of
contour interpolation using diﬀerent methods (e.g.,
Shipley & Kellman, 1992) and to studies of the inte-
gration of real contour segments (e.g., Field, Hayes, &
Hess, 1993). Thus, the dot localization task appears to
probe the visual representations of both real and inter-
polated contours.
Although not the primary focus, Experiment 1 also
indicated that the dot localization task might be fruitful
for determining the shapes of interpolated contours.
Task performance with the illusory contour stimuli
suggested that edges may be interpolated along curvi-linear paths that are ‘‘ﬂatter’’ (i.e., contain less curva-
ture) than predicted by a constant-curvature model. The
observed deviations from the predicted contour loca-
tions were quite small, both relative to measured preci-
sion and in absolute terms (e.g., a 3 arcmin deviation
equals 0.5 mm at the viewing distance used here). Even
so, the consistency of these eﬀects is interesting, and
suggests that dot localization may be used to explore
how the exact forms of interpolated contours compare
to the predictions of various models (e.g., Fantoni &
Gerbino, 2003; Kellman & Shipley, 1991; Ullman,
1976). However, caution may be required in this regard;
the control stimuli showed little evidence of contour
interpolation, yet exhibited even stronger tendencies to
minimize curvature than the illusory contour stimuli.
This observation suggests that, under conditions of
perceptual uncertainty, observers’ responses may regress
toward the average contour position. Nevertheless, with
further eﬀorts to disentangle response bias from the ef-
fects of perceptual representations, the dot localization
paradigm may be an eﬀective tool for determining the
shapes of interpolated boundaries.3. Experiment 2: The identity hypothesis
Several perceptual phenomena, in addition to illusory
contour formation, involve the operation of boundary
interpolation mechanisms. The completion of partly
occluded contours is one such phenomenon. Thus, if dot
localization performance reﬂects interpolated contour
representations, then the paradigm should be sensitive
to edges completed behind an occluder, just as it is to
illusory edges. Experiment 2 tests the generality of the
dot localization paradigm by comparing task perfor-
mance between illusory and partly occluded stimuli,
relative to control stimuli containing only spatial cues.
As a general probe for interpolated contour represen-
tations, we expect to see more precise and accurate dot
localization with both illusory and partly occluded
stimuli than with their respective controls.
Experiment 2 also allowed comparison of illusory
contour formation and occluded contour completion to
one another. This comparison has relevance to the
identity hypothesis in visual interpolation (Kellman &
Shipley, 1991). The identity hypothesis, which is sup-
ported by both theoretical arguments (e.g., Kellman
et al., 2001) and previous empirical ﬁndings (e.g., Kell-
man et al., 1998; Shipley & Kellman, 1992), proposes
that the interpolation of illusory and partly occluded
contours arises from a commonmechanism. By this hypo-
thesis, the illusory stimuli and their occluded counter-
parts should not only produce better task performance
than that obtained with the spatial-cue control stimuli,
but comparable dot localization precision and accuracy
to one another. Further, the identity hypothesis predicts
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stimuli will follow the same interpolated path, and thus
be localized in the same position.3.1. Method
Twenty-two naive observers (7 men and 15 women),
all with normal or corrected vision and ranging in age
from 18 to 22 years (mean age¼ 19.4 years), participated
in the experiment. The data from two observers were
excluded from the ﬁnal analysis because one or more of
their staircases failed to converge within a 90 min ses-
sion. Two additional observers misunderstood the task
for the occluded stimuli, judging dot position relative to
the occluder rather than the occluded shape, so these
data were discarded as well. Therefore, the data from 18
observers entered the ﬁnal analyses.
The experiment closely resembled Experiment 1, ex-
cept that each observer judged dot location relative to
four contour types: illusory, illusory-control, occluded,
and occluded-control. The illusory and illusory-control
stimuli were identical to the illusory and arrow stimuli
used in Experiment 1 (see Fig. 2a, c, respectively). Fig. 6
depicts the occluded and occluded-control stimuli. These
stimuli contained a white cross-shaped inducer bounded
by a 1.8 arcmin gray contour (20.4 cd/m2). The white
inducer ensured that the contrast between the dot and
the background remained equal across the illusory and
occluded stimuli. The occluder measured 6.0 along its
greatest vertical and horizontal extents. The segment
removed from each corner had the shape of a half circle,
2.0 in diameter, projected toward the associated corner
with tangential extensions. The distance between two of
the round notches at closest approach measured 2.0.
The occluded stimuli (Fig. 6a) had four visible black
corners; the inducing edge of each measured 1.0 in
length and precisely matched the length and location of
the inducing edges in the corresponding illusory shape.
The occluded-control stimuli (Fig. 6b) had a black dot
and two black triangles in each corner that precisely
matched the white elements of the corresponding illu-Fig. 6. New stimuli for Experiment 2: (a) occluded; (b) occluded-
control. The dot localization experiment used square, thin, and fat
variants of each stimulus type.sory-control inducers. All other aspects of the stimuli,
including the use of square, fat, and thin variants of each
type, corresponded to Experiment 1.
The procedure mirrored that of Experiment 1; how-
ever, because each observer viewed all four contour
types, Experiment 2 involved the convergence of 24
staircases per observer, rather than 18. The imprecision,
error in location, and location data entered repeated-
measures 4 · 3 ANOVAs with contour type and stimulus
shape as the independent variables. Additionally, 2 · 3
ANOVAs with each dependent measure tested directly
for diﬀerences between the illusory and occluded stimuli.3.2. Results
If the dot localization paradigm probes interpolated
contour representations, then both the illusory and oc-
cluded ﬁgures should yield dot localization precision
and accuracy levels that exceed those of their arrow-
control counterparts. Further, the identity hypothesis
predicts that the two types of interpolated ﬁgures will
produce comparable levels of precision and accuracy.
The experimental results, depicted in Fig. 7, support
these predictions.
As anticipated, stimulus type had signiﬁcant eﬀects
on both dot localization precision {F ð3; 51Þ ¼ 17:1,Fig. 7. Results of Experiment 2, plotted by stimulus shape and con-
tour type: (a) imprecision; (b) error in location; (c) location data, where
positive values indicate perception of the contour as outside of its
theoretical position and negative values indicate perception of the
contour as inside of its theoretical position. For all graphs, error bars
represent ±1 standard error across observers.
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These eﬀects can be attributed entirely to diﬀerences
between the interpolated stimuli and the control stimuli.
When compared directly, statistical analyses revealed no
reliable diﬀerences between the illusory and occluded
shapes on either the imprecision or error in location
measures {F ð1; 17Þ < 1 for both analyses}. These ﬁnd-
ings coincide with the identity hypothesis, and support
the notion that the dot localization paradigm probes the
spatially precise boundary representations arising from
interpolation processes.
The results of Experiment 1 suggested that the visual
system may interpolate straight contours more strongly
than curved contours. Experiment 2 further supports
this hypothesis. As before, stimulus shape signiﬁcantly
aﬀected both the precision and accuracy of dot locali-
zation {F ð2; 34Þ ¼ 10:2, p < 0:001; F ð2; 34Þ ¼ 4:32,
p < 0:05, respectively}. The interaction between stimu-
lus shape and contour type did not approach signiﬁ-
cance on either measure {F ð6; 102Þ  1}. Importantly,
however, a clear eﬀect of shape still emerged when con-
sidering the interpolated shapes in isolation {F ð2; 34Þ ¼
22:9, p < 0:001 for imprecision; F ð2; 34Þ ¼ 5:12,
p < 0:05 for error in location}. Thus, it appears that
observers can localize the contours of illusory and oc-
cluded squares more precisely and accurately than the
contours of comparable illusory and occluded curved-
edge shapes.
The location data, which appear in Fig. 7c, revealed
the extent to which a constant-curvature completion
can account for perceived stimulus shape. Predictably,
observers perceived the contours of the illusory and oc-
cluded shapes as closer to their theoretical positions than
they did with the control stimuli {F ð3; 51Þ ¼ 3:23,
p < 0:05}. Additionally, the main eﬀect of shape reached
signiﬁcance {F ð2; 34Þ ¼ 88:4, p < 0:001}. Observers
localized the contours (or equivalent) of the squares quite
close to the theoretical location. However, as in Experi-
ment 1, observers tended to localize the edges of the thin
shapes as inside of their theoretical location and the edges
of the fat shapes as outside of their theoretical location.
Because of the larger errors overall, the diﬀerences be-
tween shapes were more pronounced with the control
stimuli than with the interpolated stimuli, resulting in a
signiﬁcant interaction {F ð6; 102Þ ¼ 52:2, p < 0:001}.
The direct comparison of illusory and occluded
shapes conﬁrmed that stimulus shape had a signiﬁcant
eﬀect on perceived location of the interpolated contours
{F ð2; 34Þ ¼ 17:7, p < 0:001}. This analysis also revealed
small diﬀerences between the illusory and occluded
contour completions. Although the main eﬀect of
contour type on perceived location did not reach signif-
icance {F ð1; 17Þ ¼ 3:15, p ¼ 0:09}, a signiﬁcant inter-
action between contour type and stimulus shape
emerged {F ð2; 34Þ ¼ 25:9, p < 0:001}. Post hoc com-
parisons indicated that all three illusory shapes diﬀeredsigniﬁcantly, though by small amounts (2–3 arcmin),
from their occluded counterparts {p < 0:05=3 for all t-
tests}. For the curvilinear interpolations, Fig. 7c sug-
gests that observers produced ﬂatter completions of the
occluded shapes than the illusory shapes. This ﬁnding
represents a small, though potentially interesting, devi-
ation from the identity hypothesis (Kellman & Shipley,
1991; Shipley & Kellman, 1992).
3.3. Discussion
The results of this experiment support the notion that
the dot localization paradigm probes interpolated con-
tour representations and extend the method’s use to
partly occluded stimuli. Both illusory and partly oc-
cluded shapes yielded more precise and accurate task
performance than the control stimuli containing com-
parable spatial cues but no interpolated contours.
Moreover, the precision and accuracy levels obtained
with occluded contours conﬁrm other indications (e.g.,
Gold et al., 2000; Guttman et al., 2003) that the visual
system represents occluded contours with considerable
local precision. These ﬁndings are more consistent with
views characterizing occluded contours as a product of
spatially precise visual interpolation processes rather
than as resulting from cognitive inferences or recogni-
tion from partial information.
The second motivation for Experiment 2 involved
exploring the identity hypothesis (Kellman & Shipley,
1991; Shipley & Kellman, 1992) with a paradigm that
may be more sensitive to subtle diﬀerences in contour
representations than those previously employed. In
general, the illusory and partly occluded shapes pro-
duced very similar levels of dot localization precision and
accuracy, as would be expected if their contours arose
from the same basic interpolation mechanism. However,
the location data indicated that the curved occluded
contours tended to be perceived as slightly ﬂatter than
the curved illusory contours. This previously unobserved
diﬀerence may reﬂect an inﬂuence of global context––
other contours and surfaces in the scene––on interpo-
lated contour shape (Guttman et al., 2003). Similar
inﬂuences of global context occur in some illusions of
visual space (e.g., the Poggendorf and twisted cord illu-
sions), whereby the presence of ‘‘irrelevant’’ contours
causes slight alterations in the perceived orientation or
position of other contours. Thus, although interpolation
across gaps may begin with a common mechanism––as
suggested by the correspondence between the illusory
and partly occluded contours on the imprecision and
error in location measures––the ﬁnal representations of
contours likely reﬂect both local edge relationships and
more global stimulus interactions. Rather than envi-
sioning multiple interpolation processes, we suggest that
the subtle deviations observed in interpolated contour
shape may be explained by these global inﬂuences.
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The experiments discussed thus far validated the dot
localization paradigm for a single processing duration:
200 ms. Our ﬁnal experiment extended the methodology
into the temporal dimension. In this study, stimulus
duration varied from trial to trial and the dot appeared
only during the last 40 ms of stimulus presentation.
Thus, boundary interpolation mechanisms––and other
visual processes––operated for variable amounts of time
before their representations were probed. In this man-
ner, we examined the microgenesis of illusory contour
representations, as well as the representations of stimuli
containing real edges or arrow location cues. Thus,
Experiment 3 explored the usefulness of the dot locali-
zation paradigm for investigating the time course of
boundary interpolation and sought information
regarding the nature and time course of underlying
completion mechanisms.4.1. Method
4.1.1. Observers
Three naive observers, aged 18, 20, and 24 years,
participated in the experiment. The one man and two
women all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and minimal previous experience with psychophysical
experimentation.4.1.2. Design
The experiment consisted of the factorial combinations
of four factors: contour type (illusory, real, or arrow
control), stimulus shape (thin or fat), stimulus onset asyn-
chrony (SOA; 40–200ms in 13.3ms increments, 240ms, or
320 ms), and dot location (18 values per stimulus, centered
around the theoretical position of the stimulus’ top con-
tour). In each of 20 experimental sessions, observers
viewed every combination of these factors once, in ran-
dom order, for a total of 1620 trials per session.4.1.3. Stimuli
The stimuli resembled the thin and fat illusory, real-
contour, and arrow-control shapes used in Experiment 1
(see Fig. 2), but expanded by 150% so that the inducers
measured 3.0 in diameter and the illusory shapes (and
their counterparts) measured 6.0 from corner to cor-
ner. 4 Additionally, this experiment utilized a modiﬁed4 Pilot testing with the larger stimuli produced a pattern of results
resembling that of Experiment 1, but with the imprecision and error in
location data scaled in proportion to stimulus size. The larger size was
used here to ensure maximal detectability of any diﬀerences across the
various stimuli.version of the arrow controls, in which ‘‘teardrops’’ re-
placed the equilateral triangles as indicators; this change
eliminated any ambiguity in the pointer direction. Each
teardrop measured 0.75 in length and 0.86 in width.
All other stimulus parameters matched those of Exper-
iment 1.4.1.4. Procedure
In order to ensure equal detectability of the dot at the
various stimulus presentation durations, the trial struc-
ture deviated slightly from earlier experiments. Speciﬁ-
cally, the stimulus appeared on the screen prior to the
probe dot; the dot was superimposed on the stimulus
only during the last 40 ms of stimulus presentation. The
SOA, a manipulated factor, included the entire duration
for which the stimulus appeared (both with and with-
out the dot), prior to masking. All other aspects of the
trial structure matched those of Experiment 1 (see Fig.
3).
As in the other experiments, observers judged whe-
ther the dot appeared inside or outside the perceived
boundary of the stimulus. However, to ensure the dis-
tribution of any fatigue or practice eﬀects across the
diﬀerent conditions, dot location varied according to the
method of constant stimuli, rather than staircase pro-
cedures. In this manner, observers responded to one
example of each trial type during every session, instead
of focusing on a single SOA in a single session (as the
staircase method would have necessitated). The dot
locations all fell along an imaginary vertical line, half
way between the top two inducing elements. The 18
locations used per stimulus, spaced at 3.5 arcmin
increments, straddled the theoretical contour position
for the shape in question (assuming a smooth, constant-
curvature completion).
Before beginning the experimental sessions, each
observer completed eight practice sessions in which they
viewed the various stimuli for 40, 80, 120, or 200 ms,
with dot position varying by a staircase procedure. The
20 subsequent experimental sessions each contained
1620 randomly ordered trials (3 contour types · 2 stim-
ulus shapes · 15 SOAs · 18 dot locations). Each session
lasted approximately 1 h. Observers received a short,
self-paced break every 180 trials.4.1.5. Analysis
The constant stimuli methodology necessitated a new
procedure for calculating location and precision. For
each observer, the data from the 20 sessions were com-
bined and considered as a whole. The ﬁrst step of the
data analysis involved extracting basic psychometric
functions for each combination of contour type, stimu-
lus shape, and SOA. The resulting psychometric curves
indicated the proportion of trials on which the observer
responded ‘‘outside’’ as a function of dot position.
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parameter logistic function, described by the following
equation:y ¼ d þ 1 2d
1þ eaðlxÞ ð1Þwhere a described the slope of the curve, l deﬁned the
midpoint around which the curve is rotationally sym-
metric, and d determined the minimum and maximum
values of the function. In theory, these psychometric
curves should range from 0 to 1; however, a certain
number of erroneous button presses occurred over the
course of 20 sessions, thus reducing the measured
ranges of the functions. The d-value, estimated from
the best ﬁt to each data set, reﬂected the random error,
allowing for more accurate estimates of slope. How-
ever, as d accounted for random error, values theo-
retically should be greater than or equal to zero, and
equal across all conditions for a given observer.
Therefore, for each observer, the mean d across all trial
types was calculated, with any negative estimates being
set to 0. The data sets then were reﬁt using a two-
parameter logistic function ða; lÞ with d set to the
calculated constant.
Perceived location and imprecision of the interpo-
lated boundary (or equivalent) depended on the a and l
leading to the best ﬁt of the data (least squares method).
The l values reﬂected perceived location. Imprecision
equaled the distance between the dot locations giving
rise to the 0.25 and 0.75 points on the psychometric
function, assuming that the curves actually ranged from
0 to 1 (Eq. (2)).imprecision ¼ loge
1
0:25
 1  loge 10:75  1 
a
ð2Þ5 The decline likely resulted from discontinuity in the step size
between successive image durations at 240 and 320 ms. Because of the
sudden jump after 200 ms, observers may have found that these longer
durations contradicted expectations, thus diminishing performance.
Further, given the large diﬀerences between these durations and the
others, which were tested in 13.3 ms increments, practice eﬀects may
have generalized among the many shorter durations more than with
the longer durations. Of note, similar increases were observed in
several pilot experiments, regardless of the values of the last two
durations. This ﬁnding indicates that the diminishing performance at
the longest presentation durations reﬂects some aspect of the task,
rather than a processing deﬁcit that suddenly arises at 240 ms.
6 Because of noise in individual observers’ data, several diﬀerent
values of ~x2 often led to comparable ﬁts, particularly with the location
data. When this occurred, the choice of inﬂection points had little
impact on estimates of s, the asymptotic performance levels. However,
stable estimates of time-to-asymptote could consistently be achieved
only on the group averages.Next, imprecision and perceived location data were
plotted as functions of SOA. Information about
asymptotic dot localization performance was extracted
by ﬁtting various functions of SOA with two-segment
splines, each consisting of a quadratic segment followed
by a ﬂat line; these two segments met tangentially at one
of the SOAs tested in the experiment. The three
parameters of the spline model––~x2, a, and s––repre-
sented the image duration of the inﬂection point, the
slope of the quadratic, and the constant of the ﬂat line,
respectively, calculated so as to minimize the energy of
the model. The mathematical details of the spline for-
mulation appear in Appendix A.
All curve ﬁts omitted the two longest SOAs––240 and
320 ms. Observers’ data sometimes showed a slight in-
crease in imprecision and error in location at these
durations, which introduced an obstacle to the curve
ﬁtting. However, there are several reasons to believe thatthe increases, when they occur, do not reﬂect a mean-
ingful deﬁcit in performance. 5
Based on their theoretical and previous empirical
similarity, as well as a visual inspection revealing no
consistent diﬀerences, data from the corresponding fat
and thin shapes were combined to yield a single estimate
of imprecision. Spline ﬁts of the individual data revealed
the asymptotic levels of performance for each observer.
Spline ﬁts of the imprecision data, averaged across
observers, further revealed the SOA at which precision
with the diﬀerent contour types typically reached
asymptote. 6
For the location data, spline ﬁts of individual data
revealed the points at which observers ultimately per-
ceived the contours of the illusory, real, or control
stimuli; for this examination, fat and thin shapes were
examined separately. Finally, splines were ﬁt to the error
in location data for each stimulus type, combined across
shapes and observers, to achieve estimates of average
accuracy level and time to asymptote.4.2. Results
Fig. 8 depicts each observer’s imprecision results for
the diﬀerent contour types as functions of image dura-
tion. An examination of these graphs revealed two
obvious eﬀects. First, illusory contours produced more
precise dot localization performance than the arrow
control stimuli, but less precise performance than real
edges, at all tested SOAs. Asymptotic imprecision val-
ues, obtained through the curve-ﬁtting procedures de-
scribed above and presented on the right side of each
plot, conﬁrmed that––for all observers––real edges
produced the most precise dot localization performance,
followed by illusory contours. The arrow controls,
which contained comparable spatial cues but no edges
capable of supporting interpolation, produced the least
precise performance.
Fig. 9. Results of Experiment 3: Imprecision as a function of SOA,
averaged across observers. The lines represent the best ﬁtting splines,
calculated with the last two data points of each set omitted. Impreci-
sion of real edge perception reached an asymptote of 2.1 arcmin at 80
ms of image processing. Imprecision of illusory contour representa-
tions reached an asymptote of 10.9 arcmin after 120 ms of processing.
Imprecision of performance with the arrow controls reached an
asymptote of 16.1 arcmin after 106.7 ms of processing.
Fig. 10. Individual observers’ perceived location results for Experi-
ment 3, plotted as functions of SOA: (a) thin shapes; (b) fat shapes.
Bars on the right side of each plot indicate asymptotic performance
levels. Positive values reﬂect perception of the contours as outside of
their theoretical locations; negative values reﬂect perception of the
contours as inside of their theoretical locations.
Fig. 8. Individual observers’ imprecision results for Experiment 3.
Imprecision appears as functions of SOA for the various contour
types, averaged across fat and thin stimuli. Bars on the right side of
each plot indicate asymptotic imprecision levels. Lower values on these
plots indicate superior performance.
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decreased monotonically and rapidly with exposure
duration. There did not appear to be any initial period
in which precision remained steady. The ﬁts of the group
data revealed that, on average, precision of the illusory
contour representations reached asymptote at 120 ms
(Fig. 9). By contrast, perception of the real contours
reached maximal precision at 80 ms. The best ﬁt of the
control stimuli suggests that observers reached asymp-
totic performance at 106.7 ms; however, even at
asymptote, precision with these stimuli remained poor.
Fig. 10 depicts the perceived locations of the contours
for the various stimulus types. The data show greater
variability across observers than the precision results.
Nonetheless, some generalizations can be made. First,
real contours produced the most accurate dot localiza-
tion performance, followed closely by illusory contours.
Although the arrow controls sometimes were localized
accurately, they typically produced the largest devia-
tions from the theoretical contour locations. The
asymptotic perceived contour locations, depicted on the
right side of each panel, also illustrate these trends.
The diﬀerences between the thin and fat stimuli cause
more diﬃculty for drawing generalizations. Across
observers, no consistent diﬀerences emerged in the per-
ceived locations of fat and thin illusory contours. Atheoretical model of interpolated contour shape con-
sisting of a constant-curvature arc tangential to the
visible edges is generally consistent with the illusory
Fig. 11. Results of Experiment 3: Error in location as a function of
SOA, averaged across observers. The lines represent the best ﬁtting
splines, calculated with the last two data points of each set omitted.
Accuracy of real edge perception reached an asymptote of 0.9 arcmin
at 93.3 ms of image processing. Localization accuracy of the illusory
contours reached an asymptote of 2.5 arcmin after 120.0 ms of pro-
cessing. Accuracy with the arrow controls reached an asymptote of 6.0
arcmin after 173.3 ms of processing.
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model may be due to small individual diﬀerences in the
perceived shapes of illusory contours or to response
bias. 7
Further examination of Fig. 10 suggested that
observers perceived some contours to be in the correct
location almost immediately, whereas other localiza-
tions changed substantially over time. Fig. 11 plots error
in location, averaged across observers and collapsed
across stimulus shape. By averaging across shape, this
measure reﬂects, in part, the accuracy with which
observers could distinguish between the corresponding
fat and thin shapes. The accuracy with which observers
localized real contours reached asymptote after 93.3 ms
of processing. With illusory contours, observers re-
quired 120 ms of processing before accuracy of locali-
zation reached asymptote. These estimates correspond
reasonably well with the estimates of when precision
reached asymptote: 80 and 120 ms, respectively.
With the control stimuli, accuracy did not reach
asymptote until an SOA of 173.3 ms. This estimate,
which arose primarily from changes in responses to the
fat shapes over time, deviates substantially from the
estimate of 106.7 ms for reaching asymptotic precision.
Below, we discuss possible explanations for this devia-
tion.4.3. Discussion
At all tested durations, illusory contours produced
more precise and accurate dot localization performance
than control stimuli containing comparable spatial cues
but no interpolated edges. This ﬁnding supports the
notion that the dot localization paradigm, extended over
time, probes emerging contour representations.
Illusory contour representations reached asymptotic
precision after an estimated 120 ms of processing. As a
comparison, perception of real contours reached maxi-
mal precision after 80 ms of processing. From these
data, it appears that illusory contour formation lags the
perception of luminance contours by about 40 ms. (With
the later estimate of 93.3 ms for asymptotic accuracy of
real contour perception, this diﬀerence shrinks to 26.7
ms; however, an inspection of Figs. 10 and 11 suggests
that the accuracy of contour localization, though tech-7 The ‘‘bias’’ explanation may be supported by the control data
from observers FRJ and JLV. These two observers exhibited
substantial diﬃculty with the fat but not the thin control stimuli.
Post-experiment discussions with these observers suggested that this
result may reﬂect the fact that the control stimuli were diﬃcult to
discriminate at short processing durations, and thus often led to a
default ‘‘inside’’ response. The direction of these errors supports this
hypothesis: The edges of the fat stimuli tended to be localized outside
of their theoretical locations, and thus nearer to the boundaries of the
thin stimuli.nically not at asymptote, changed minimally between 80
and 93.3 ms.)
The 80 ms asymptote for real contours generally ﬁts
with an earlier estimate for contour integration time
(Hess, Beaudot, & Mullen, 2001), despite using a dif-
ferent stimulus set and paradigm. Previous estimates of
interpolation time were obtained from diﬀerent methods
and varied substantially with stimulus context (Guttman
et al., 2003; Sekuler & Murray, 2001). Nonetheless, this
estimate of 120 ms for contour completion seems rather
short. Ringach and Shapley (1996), for example, esti-
mated that local contour processing requires 117 ms,
with global integration requiring an extra 140–200 ms.
However, the shape classiﬁcation technique giving rise
to these estimates examined overall shape representa-
tions, rather than contour representations per se. Thus,
Ringach and Shapley’s suggested time course may in-
clude the duration for both contour interpolation and
surface spreading (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Yin,
Kellman, & Shipley, 1997, 2000), with the latter pro-
longing the estimate. Alternatively, the contracted time
course of the current experiment may have arisen from
the nature of the stimulus presentation: Presenting the
inducing circles prior to the illusory shape likely short-
ened the time required to process local edge informa-
tion, as all but the inducing edges could be analyzed
prior to stimulus presentation. Furthermore, the sudden
appearance of an illusory shape in front of four com-
plete circles leads to the perception of extremely strong
interpolated contours (Lee & Nguyen, 2001), and strong
contours may well develop more rapidly than weaker
contours. With these considerations in mind, the esti-
mate of 120 ms for contour interpolation seems rea-
sonable.
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accuracy and precision levels reached asymptote at
similar durations. By contrast, these times diverged for
the control stimuli. Observers achieved maximal preci-
sion within about 106.7 ms of stimulus onset, whereas
maximal accuracy required signiﬁcantly longer (173.3
ms). This ﬁnding may indicate the use of cognitive
strategies: All necessary perceptual information may
have been extracted from the inducers within 106.7 ms,
although application of this information to the task––
including the decision of whether the cues reﬂected a
thin or fat shape––required signiﬁcantly longer. In other
words, though the basic perceptual information in the
control stimuli did not vary over time, exposure dura-
tion may have aﬀected the particular strategy used to
infer ‘‘contour’’ location. Thus, after a relatively short
duration (106.7 ms), precision varied little, but accuracy
improved as a function of the diﬀerent strategies avail-
able at diﬀerent processing times.
Regardless of the reason for the deviation between
the precision and accuracy measures, achieving optimal
dot localization performance with the control stimuli
took signiﬁcantly longer than it did with the illusory
stimuli. This ﬁnding further supports the idea that the
dot localization task is sensitive to developing contour
representations. Whereas the visual system processed
illusory contour stimuli rapidly by interpolating per-
ceptual representations between the visible contours, the
control stimuli invited more prolonged cognitive pro-
cessing.5. General discussion
The study of perceptual organization is diﬃcult, but
also interesting, because perceptual representations go
beyond the local characteristics of the stimulus. As crit-
ical information does not reside in the proximal stimulus,
these representations cannot be addressed straightfor-
wardly by signal detection methods. Thus, research in
this area necessitates the development of paradigms that
involve objective measurement yet can be reasonably
interpreted as probing perceptual representations.
In the three experiments reported here, we investi-
gated a novel dot localization paradigm for examining
perceptual representations of interpolated contours. Our
ﬁndings support the validity of the method and show
how it may be used to further our knowledge about
perceptual organization. Experiments 1 and 2 indicated
that the visual system ultimately represents illusory and
partly occluded contours with less precision and accu-
racy than luminance-deﬁned contours, but with greater
precision and accuracy than spatial-cue control stimuli,
which index the level of performance that we might
expect on the basis of cognitive strategies alone. These
ﬁndings cohere with previous demonstrations that con-tour interpolation involves basic perceptual mecha-
nisms, rather than cognitive inference, spatial cueing, or
recognition from partial information (e.g., Dresp &
Bonnet, 1995; Gold et al., 2000; Peterhans & von der
Heydt, 1989). Furthermore, the results of these experi-
ments showed that straight contours typically lead to
more precise and accurate dot localization performance
than curved contours. In line with subjective report
studies (Shipley & Kellman, 1992), this ﬁnding supports
the notion that interpolation strength decreases with
increasing contour curvature, as does the eﬀectiveness
with which real contour segments become integrated
(Field et al., 1993).
Experiment 3 probed illusory contour representations
at various times following stimulus onset. At all tested
processing durations, as well as at asymptote, the pre-
cision and accuracy of illusory contour representations
lagged those of the real contours, but exceeded those of
the control stimuli. Importantly, the illusory contour
stimuli showed a distinct microgenetic time course, with
performance levels increasing systematically, but rap-
idly, with processing duration. The ﬁnding that com-
pletion takes measurable time previously has been
demonstrated using perceptual classiﬁcation techniques
(Ringach & Shapley, 1996; Shore & Enns, 1997), prim-
ing methods (Guttman et al., 2003; Sekuler & Palmer,
1992), and visual search (Gegenfurtner et al., 1997;
Rauschenberger & Yantis, 2001). In sum, the overall
consistency of the current results with previous experi-
ments establishes the dot localization paradigm as a
valid and eﬀective technique for the objective study of
interpolated contour representations, both in their ﬁnal
states and as they emerge over time.
The claim of objectivity deserves some elaboration.
Speciﬁcally, we suggest that our imprecision measure,
though derived from subjective inside/outside judg-
ments, represents an objective and intuitive metric for
contour strength. Weaker contours or strategies for
guessing will yield two eﬀects: (1) greater variability
across observers, and thus larger errors in location, on
average; and (2) greater variability within observers, and
thus lower precision. These correlated eﬀects mean that
accuracy and precision generally serve as converging
measures of contour strength, as observed in the current
study. However, the accuracy measure depends critically
on the theoretical model to which one compares per-
ceived contour locations, as well as any response biases
relative to this model, and thus contains subjective
components.
It is the observers’ ability to be spatially consistent in
their responses that yields essentially objective data
about perceived contours. We suggest that consistency,
as indexed by high precision, cannot be simulated by
response bias. With control stimuli lacking interpolated
contours, observers were markedly less precise and
accurate, and showed a slower time course in their
S.E. Guttman, P.J. Kellman / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1799–1815 1813improvement on these measures. Thus, the most parsi-
monious explanation for consistent, precise dot locali-
zation performance––particularly under speeded
viewing conditions––is that the observer’s visual system
represents a contour with some spatial precision, in a
particular spatial location, and judges dot position rel-
ative to this representation. The precision of dot local-
ization thus reﬂects the objective precision, or strength,
of underlying contour representations. In measuring
contour strength without relying on a subjective rating
scale (e.g., Dumais & Bradley, 1976; Shipley & Kellman,
1990, 1992), the dot localization paradigm has the po-
tential to elucidate several issues of contour interpola-
tion, such as the extent to which spatial factors aﬀect the
completion process.
The dot localization paradigm may ultimately prove
most useful, however, for examining the time course of
contour interpolation. Previous techniques probing the
microgenesis of illusory or partly occluded objects––
including the primed-matching paradigm (Sekuler &
Palmer, 1992), visual search with restricted presentation
(e.g., Davis & Driver, 1998; Rauschenberger & Yantis,
2001), and shape classiﬁcation (Ringach & Shapley,
1996)––confound the development of contour and surface
representations. By contrast, the dot localization para-
digm, when extended over time, focuses strictly on map-
ping the precision and accuracy of emerging contours.
This approach, utilized in Experiment 3, already has
yielded some useful new information regarding the mi-
crogenesis of illusory contours. Importantly, contour
interpolation––when considered independently of sur-
face spreading (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Yin et al.,
1997, 2000)––can occur within the ﬁrst 120 ms of visual
processing, at least under optimal stimulus conditions.
Further, the precision of illusory contour perception
begins to improve well before real contour perception
reaches maximal precision at around 80 ms, suggesting
parallel processing of real and interpolated contours.
These ﬁndings may have implications for our under-
standing of the mechanisms underlying contour inter-
polation: Both results are highly consistent with
network-style models of completion processes. Network
models (e.g., Field et al., 1993; Yen & Finkel, 1998)
characterize interpolation as an orientation-speciﬁc
spread of activation through a network of laterally
connected, collinear or co-circular units. As such, this
low-level approach predicts both rapid interpolation
and the emergence of all contour representations––
luminance-deﬁned and illusory––in parallel. Such pre-
dictions follow less naturally from models utilizing
higher-order operators (e.g., Heitger, von der Heydt,
Peterhans, Rosenthaler, & K€ubler, 1998): By a feed-
forward approach, one might expect somewhat slower
interpolation than observed, as well as a delay of longer
than 40 ms relative to the processing of real edge
information. As network-style and higher-order opera-tor models also make diﬀerent predictions regarding the
inﬂuence of spatial factors on illusory contour micro-
genesis, additional experiments using the dot localiza-
tion paradigm, currently underway (Guttman &
Kellman, 2004), should further help to elucidate contour
completion mechanisms.
In sum, dot localization represents a useful technique
for revealing the shape and precision of interpolated
contours as they unfold over time. With certain patterns
of data and appropriate control groups, the paradigm can
serve as an essentially objective measure of perceptual
organization. Current results using this approach suggest
that illusory and partly occluded contours emerge
through the processing of low-level mechanisms, rather
than cognitive inference, over a shorter time course than
previously believed. Further, the ultimate representations
of interpolated contours decrease in strength with
increasing curvature and deviate slightly from constant
curvature paths. These ﬁndings may extend and elaborate
geometric models of boundary completion (e.g., Kellman
& Shipley, 1991). Future research using the dot locali-
zation paradigm should further enhance our under-
standing of the ﬁnal representations, time courses, and
ultimately the mechanisms underlying the interpolation
of illusory and partly occluded contours.Acknowledgements
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where x1 is the shortest tested image duration, ~x2 is the
inﬂection point between the two segments of the spline,
x3 is the longest tested image duration (see graph), a is
the slope of the quadratic, and s is the value of the
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To determine the best-ﬁtting spline, the energy of the
model was calculated for each possible value of ~x2. The ~x2
leading to the lowest energy was deﬁned as the duration
at which the curve reached asymptote, then was substi-
tuted into the appropriate equations to determine the
best-ﬁtting a and s.References
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